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WALL Fresco Wet Sand e WALL Classico 
Evening Shadow CEILING Classico White 

HALL Fresco White Rhino
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The information provided here is of a general nature and its purpose is to inspire. For further details about application, grounding and finish you may consult our website or dealers. The colours are 
indicative and may be affected by factors such as lighting, photography and print. No rights may be derived from the information provided and from the appearance of the colours. www.pure-original.com
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Sand
Grey
Colour
Handicraft

4.
16.
22.
30.

Key:
Rustic, tone-on-tone, shades of grey, beige and sand, wood and stone. 
A comfortable fabric sofa to plunk down on and a large live-in kitchen 
where you can enjoy having meals and spending time with your family 
for hours on end. The rooms feel spacious, with robust furniture and 
fitted with accessories mostly originating in nature.

T H E M E S
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S A N D
If you draw a picture in your mind of a country living interior, your 
thoughts will soon drift off towards greyed sands and shades of beige. 
The colours create a pleasant atmosphere in the room, radiating a 
sense of warmth and robustness. Sandy colours match perfectly well 
with just about anything that stems from nature. All the different 
nuances, from off-white to brown and everything in between, you just 
can’t go wrong with natural colours.
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Create a tone-on-tone look 
and feel by combining sand 
colours with natural materials 
in shades similar to sand- 
limestone, bone and shells. 
The colour is enhanced by 
combining it with brown in 
various places. The high 
gloss white finish of the doors 
 provides a crisp contrast.

WALL Fresco Sand Storm 
DOORS Traditional Paint Silk 
White WALL GENTLEMEN’S 
ROOM Fresco Burned Sand 
CEILING Classico White
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WALL Fresco Old Romance e WALL Fresco Old Romance
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The space can be turned into a 
homogenous whole by using the 
same colour for all the walls. The 
result is a sense of peace and unity.  
If you wish to introduce some  subtle 
distinction, try to apply a shade that 
is just a bit lighter or darker in some 
of the rooms. This way everything 
remains as a whole, while you 
are still able to make a distinction 
between the different rooms. You 
may choose for a lighter shade in a 
darker room, while a larger room is 
given a somewhat a darker shade to 
create a more intimate atmosphere.
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f LIVING ROOM Fresco Artisan Tan g f.l.t.r. KITCHEN Fresco Coffee Cream WALLS HALL Fresco Dried 
Clay DINING ROOM Fresco Drift WALL BATHROOM Marrakech Walls Wet Sand with Dead Flat Eco Sealer
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WALLS Fresco Urban Putty STAIRS Carazzo White e WALLS Fresco Old 
Romance CEILING Classico White WINDOW FRAME Traditonal Paint White
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Add a personal touch to your 
interior by applying colour. 
Pick one natural base colour 
and combine it with one or 
two accent colours that are 
used in different rooms.
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f KITCHEN Carazzo Steel Blue WALL Licetto Flannel Grey g f.l.t.r. WALL Licetto Flannel Grey CABINET 
Classico Oxford Blue WALL BLUE STRUCTURE Marrakech Walls Country Blue WALL GREEN Fresco Moonstone 

WALL BLUE Classico Country Blue
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WALLS Fresco Heavy Clay WOODWORK Traditional Paint Old Flax CEILING 
Fresco Old Linen e WALLS Fresco Hazelnut Butter PANELLING Licetto 

Hazelnut Butter with a sanded-through effect

“The  children’s  room roor’s  w rmth

  aed w ’sre’sr of ’sr u hty,

 lhkr w  w r wed  orfy blwekrt.”
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G R E Y
Soft grey and the warmth of beautiful materials. A grey colour always 
works well if a rural style has your preference. It’s simple and calm 
and a perfect start for a beautiful interior. Once you’ve established 
this base, you can start your combinations: add furniture, accent 
colours and accessories. Be sure to create a fine mixture of colours and 
materials and don’t forget to add warmth with comfortable furniture, 
heavy drapes and perhaps a rug.
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Grey, wood and stone to-
gether are a timeless com-
bination. If you link these 
materials with modern ac-
cessories, for example this 
faucet, the result is a great 
contemporary look. If you 
wish to use lime wash paint in 
the bathroom or kitchen, be 
sure to protect the paint with 
a sealer.

WALL Fresco Ground Pepper 
with Dead Flat Eco Sealer
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A dark-coloured ceiling will provide 
a sense of comfort. Match it with 
accessories and furniture that 
contain this colour as well.

WALLS Fresco White Rhino RADIATOR 
Traditional Paint Black CEILING 
Classico Cannonball WINDOW FRAMES 
Traditional Paint White
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f.l.t.r. WALLS Fresco White Rhino WINDOW FRAMES Traditional Paint Cannonball STAIRS Carazzo Cannonball 
WALL BATHROOM Marrakech Walls White Rhino met Dead Flat Eco Sealer CABINET Traditional Paint Cannonball
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“Wr  r r lrkheg fo   wll pwhet that i’s bomth 

p w th wl wed brwuthful at the swrr thrr.”

CEILING Traditional Paint Silk White WALLS Licetto Ashes CABINETS 
Traditional Paint Evening Shadow WINDOW FRAMES AND DOOR Traditional 

Paint Silk White
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C O L O U R
There is more than beige and grey! Go your own way to add colour. 
Greyed green, blue or even purple. Colour is a surprising addition to 
a traditional palette. Maintain a peaceful atmosphere by choosing 
furniture and accessories of natural materials and don’t overdo it with 
the colours of the palette.
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Icientintus, officimus. Ga. Il 
exero doluptasit, veliquid et 
inciis dist et alis acest dio. 
Bitem sin re se oditiaerum 
vento iliquos dellitaqui con 
re pligendundit officium fu-
gia iminctaquae magnatatur, 
cullab ipsapis nobit undandis 
et quistrum faccabor ad quo 
qui beaqui illaceat moluptiam 
quid quam e

Green is the perfect colour 
to combine natural materials. 
For a more neutral look and 
feel and a contemporary 
element as shown here, you 
should choose a powerful 
colour.

WALL Marrakech Walls Black 
Hills with decorative roller
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In this interior it was opted 
to use one base colour and 
include an accent colour that 
keeps coming back in various 
places throughout the house. 
This way, the rooms remain 
connected to each other.
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CEILING Classico Ashes WALLS LIGHT Classico Ashes WALLS GREEN 
Fresco Belgian Wilderness KITCHEN Traditional Paint Belgian Wilderness
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f WALL BLUE Fresco Blue Reef FRAME Traditional Paint Cannonball WALL GREY Fresco Wet Sand g f.l.t.r. 
WALLS BATHROOM Licetto Moonstone WALLS LIVING ROOM Fresco Moonstone CHEST OF DRAWERS 

Classico Earth Stone CABINET Traditional Paint Moonstone
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“I  wetrd ae ryr-cwt cr   

  ie the bwmthldroom!”

WALLS AND BATHTUB Fresco Oxford Blue with Dead Flat Eco Sealer  
e WALLS Fresco Aubergine DOOR Traditional Paint Aubergine
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Combine the old and the 
new for an exciting effect.  
An  antique painting, a mo-
dern vase and an item that 
 reminds of a wonderful mo-
ment go very well together 
and give that personal touch 
to an interior.
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H A N D I C R A F T
It’s alive and it’s unique: handicraft! Whether it’s self-made, made 
by someone else or has the handmade-touch, hand-crafted items 
always have their own unique look and feel. You’ll find none of them 
to be the same, they always have a one-of-a-kind outline, a slightly 
different shape and are never entirely solid of colour. These items add 
a personal touch to the interior, be it in the form of an accessory or an 
entire wall! 
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You can create a cosy hall 
with some old furniture and 
accessories from your attic or 
from the antique shop. Add a 
wooden bench and a robust 
floor. The walls also deserve 
a rugged look and in order for 
them to be washable, make 
sure to apply a sealer.

WALL STRUCTURE Marrakech 
Walls Country Blue with Dead 
Flat Eco Sealer WALL SOLID 
Classico Country Blue
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Alive
This paint is alive! Its character not only breathes 
life into a room, it really revives the walls as well! 
Just like lime paint, Marrakech Walls is a type of 
paint with an open character, which means it 
doesn’t seal off the walls entirely, enabling these to 
continue to breathe. The paint also tackles mould 
and bacteria and it helps to regulate the humidity 
in the space. It will absorb excessive moisture and 
release it again if the air becomes too dry. So in 
fact, the paint will actually live together with you.

Application
You can apply this paint yourself, or you can have 
a painter apply it for you. This is a simple task: you 
purchase the paint ready-made from the dealer and 
you’re almost good to go. Make sure you have a 
solid base, use the right primer and you can get to 
work with the Marrakech Walls paint. Apply the paint 
with a long-haired lime-brush or a roller, then add 
the structure by drawing the desired pattern on the 
wet paint with a spatula. Before you start painting, 
make sure you read the technical information. 
Marrakech Walls is a 100% mineral paint.

Marrakech Walls   ...is an exclusive water- and lime-based paint. Using this 
type of paint will simply get you that robust concrete or unique Tadelakt look. 

f.l.t.r. Tin Kettle, Tundra, Ink Blue
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Colournuances
Just like Marrakech Walls, Fresco also has an 
open structure with ‘breathing’ properties and 
this paint also tackles mould an bacteria. Besides 
this, both types of paint have colour nuances. 
You apply the paint with a special Fresco 
lime brush and the nuances are established 
by the movements you make when using it. 

Application
In a rural interior, the application method that is 
used, is mostly vertical. This is done by first moving 
the brush up and then all the way down. You only go 
up and down, which produces a pattern of stripes. 
For a more busy, more worn pattern, you can use 
smaller strokes and for a more calming effect make 
the strokes of the brush as long as possible. Before 
you start painting, make sure you read the technical 
information. Fresco is a 100% mineral paint.

Fresco  ...is an exclusive paint based on water and lime, just like Marrakech 
Walls. Lime paint is a popular type to use on houses with a worn appearance.

f.l.t.r. Old Romance, Polar Blue, Bohemian Vintage
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WALLS HALL Classico Wet Sand CEILING Classico Warm White STAIRS 
Carazzo Black Truffle WOODWORK Traditional Paint White WALLS DINING 

ROOM Licetto Old Flax
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OFTEN-USED TYPES OF PAINT 
IN THIS STYLE OF LIVING

Fresco  ...the popular matte wallpaint 
with natural colour nuances adds life to every interior.

Licetto  ...continue the atmosphere with 
matte wallpaint in the kitchen, bathroom or hall? This 
can be achieved with this solid washable wall paint.

Carazzo    ...a strong universal lacquer with a matte 
look, ideal for doors, frames, furniture, stairs and floors. 
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